
HOW TO USE

UNPOLISHED is a gentle non-drip gel mask that effectively removes nail lacquer, gel product and dip powder. This product does not dry out nail beds 

or cuticles and does not require any additional acetone or nail foils.  

IMPORTANT: Only use in an open and well-ventilated area. Do not use if skin is broken or irritated.

PRO TIPS: 

Store UNPOLISHED in room temperature to ensure proper gel consistency.

If the product is too runny, you may place the bottle into a bowl of warm water to return to thick gel consistency.

Apply a generous layer of UNPOLISHED, as applying too thin will cause the gel mask to dry out quickly. 

Do not exceed the estimated removal time, UNPOLISHED must remain wet in order to remove effectively. 

•

•

•

•

PRODUCT

BeBio Nail Lacquer

UNITY All-In-One Gel Polish

3STEP Colour Gel Polish 

Dip Powder System

Sculpting Gel System

TOTAL ESTIMATED 
NUMBER OF 

APPLICATIONS  

1 

2-3

3-4 

4-5 

SOAK-OFF TIME 
PER APPLICATION  

1-2 minutes  

3-4 minutes

5-6 minutes 

5-6 minutes

TOTAL ESTIMATED 
REMOVAL TIME   

1-2 minutes   

6-12 minutes

   

15-24 minutes  

20-30 minutes
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STEP 7:
WASH HANDS & 

MOISTURIZE

STEP 6:
 REPEAT

STEPS 2-5

STEP 5:
BUFF OFF

STEP 4:
PUSH OFF

STEP 3:
ALLOW

SOAK-OFF TIME

STEP 2:
APPLY 

UNPOLISHED

STEP 1: 
BREAK SEAL

OVERVIEW OF UNPOLISHED REMOVAL
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BEBIO NAIL LACQUER 

STEP 1: 

Apply an even layer of UNPOLISHED across your entire nail. This layer 

should be similar to the thickness of a quarter coin. Avoid skin contact 

and cap the free edge. 

STEP 2: 

 Allow 1-2 minutes of soak-off time. Do not allow mask to entirely dry, 

UNPOLISHED must remain wet in order to remove effectively.  

STEP 3: 

 Use a lint-free wipe or cotton ball to firmly rub and remove the 

softened mask and product.  

STEP 4: 

 Repeat if necessary. 

STEP 5:  

Wash your hands with warm water and soap. Moisturize your nails, 

cuticles and hands with hand lotion and cuticle oil.  

 

UNITY ALL-IN-ONE GEL POLISH AND 
3STEP COLOUR GEL POLISH 

STEP 1: 

 Use a nail file to break the seal. Remove as much shine as possible. 

STEP 2: 

Apply an even layer of UNPOLISHED across your entire nail. This layer 

should be similar to the thickness of a quarter coin. Avoid skin contact 

and cap the free edge. 

STEP 3: 

Allow 3-4 minutes of soak-off time. Do not allow mask to entirely dry, 

UNPOLISHED must remain wet in order to remove effectively.  

STEP 4: 

Use an orangewood stick to push off the softened mask and gel polish. 

UNPOLISHED is not a burst remover, your product may not look like it’s 

crumbling off. However, it should be softened at this point. 

STEP 5: 

Use the Professional Gel Buffer to continue removing softened mask 

and product. 

STEP 6: 

Repeat Steps 2-5 at least 2-3 times, applying UNPOLISHED only to areas 

with product left. UNPOLISHED will remove your product safer layer by 

layer.  

STEP 7: 

Wash your hands with warm water and soap. Moisturize your nails, 

cuticles and hands with hand lotion and cuticle oil. 

DIP POWDER SYSTEM   

STEP 1: 

Use a nail file to break the seal. Remove as much 

shine as possible. 

STEP 2: 

Apply an even layer of UNPOLISHED across your entire nail. This layer 

should be similar to the thickness of a quarter coin. Avoid skin contact 

and cap the free edge. 

STEP 3: 

Allow 5-6 minutes of soak-off time. Do not allow mask to entirely dry, 

UNPOLISHED must remain wet in order to remove effectively.  

STEP 4: 

Use an orangewood stick to push off the softened mask and product. 

UNPOLISHED is not a burst remover, your product may not look like it’s 

crumbling off. However, it should be softened at this point. 

STEP 5: 

Use the Professional Gel Buffer to continue removing softened mask 

and product. 

STEP 6: 

Repeat Steps 2-5 at least 3-4 times, applying UNPOLISHED only to 

areas with product left. UNPOLISHED will remove your product safer 

layer by layer.  

STEP 7: 

Wash your hands with warm water and soap. Moisturize your nails, 

cuticles and hands with hand lotion and cuticle oil. 

SCULPTING GEL SYSTEM   

STEP 1: 

Use a nail file to break the seal. Remove as much shine as possible. 

STEP 2: 

Apply an even layer of UNPOLISHED across your entire nail. This layer 

should be similar to the thickness of a quarter coin. Avoid skin contact 

and cap the free edge. 

STEP 3: 

Allow 5-6 minutes of soak-off time. Do not allow mask to entirely dry, 

UNPOLISHED must remain wet in order to remove effectively.  

STEP 4: 

Use an orangewood stick to push off the softened mask and product. 

UNPOLISHED is not a burst remover, your product may not look like it’s 

crumbling off. However, it should be softened at this point. 

STEP 5: 

Use the Professional Gel Buffer to continue removing softened mask 

and product. 

STEP 6: 

Repeat Steps 2-5 at least 4-5 times, applying UNPOLISHED only to 

areas with product left.  UNPOLISHED will remove your product safer 

layer by layer.  

STEP 7: 

Wash your hands with warm water and soap. Moisturize your nails, 

cuticles and hands with hand lotion and cuticle oil. 


